


Marakò jewellery is created with the finest materials.
Every stone is carefully selected before becoming part 
of creations with an asymmetrical and artistic design. 

 
Each piece of jewellery is handmade in Italy

with unmistakable precision. 
 

Marakò has always been committed to 
enhancing women femininity and elegance, 

creating unrepeatable jewellery and 
guaranteeing you the best 

experience possible.
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chapter i - marakò art

 le vide

 11-13 solitude

 maria theresa of austria

 
chapter ii - unique pieces

 multi strand

 colour & light

 dimensions & spaces

 sardonic cameos

 floral

 
chapter iii - sets by colours

 the most appreciated 
 marakò sets
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marakò art 

chapter i
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When Art and Jewellery meet 
Artistic jewellery realised for

 important exhibitions



Le  V dei
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Looks like a succession of threads brought together in free fall.
 
Clean lines are laterally broken by spaces with a hint of floral elements,
in which the extravagant alternates with the essential.

The intense colour of the coral and the bold lines 
give the jewellery strength and character.
 
The most surprising and unique part is the conclusive, central one, 
which restores meaning and harmony to the entire work:
the soft movement of the petals suspended in a light 
flow conveys an idea of   unfinished, 

but also of opening and suspension, 
lightness and freedom.

Le  V dei
"À quoi pense le plongeur quand 

 il est dans Le Vide?"
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1 1 - 1 3
S O L I T U D E
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"The most enigmatic and melancholic 
work created by Marakò"



 
Chaos and tidiness seem to collide in the work, lights and shadows of rutilated

quartz, some with full colours, others transparent, they fill and separate, 
creating a suffocating void.

 
The jewel is born from an unreal, light design, from an indecipherable thought.

The knowledge of the most expert Marakò craftsmen has given geometric 
structure to stones in which soft silk flows, challenging the impossible.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 1 - 1 3    S O L I T U D E
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300 YEARS FROM THE BIRTH 
OF THE EMPRESS

 
Parure designed as a tribute to 

Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, exhibited in Milan on the
occasion of the "Masters of the Jewel" exhibition.
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unique pieces 

chapter ii

Exclusive Jewellery 
Excellent Design
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Imposing necklaces in which shades and dimensions create dynamism.

Sumptuoses scales calibrated by hand, until perfection.
 

Made in the imperial colors of ruby, sapphire blue and 
emerald green agate; coral and turquoise
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(MULT I  STRAND)
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(COLOUR & L IGHT)

 



Jewellery sets taken from Colour & Light section, share the
outstanding ability to reflect light, making the wearer feel good and

giving colour to even the simplest outfits.
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Harmonious nuances, staggered dimensions and reflections of light, 

make this line one of the most beautiful masterpieces in the Marakò collections. 
 

The handmade precious side element combines shapes and colors with art, 
on a silver base with a brilliant sparkling finish, making each piece

 of jewellery unique and unrepeatable.
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(D IMENSIONS AND SPACES)
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(SARDONIC CAMEOS)

 



The asymmetric structure of floral line and a high degree of experienced craftsmanship 
combine to produce a special design that makes this collection a masterpiece. 
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In the center an exclusive floral element, made entirely by hand, petal after petal, 
just like a painting, making your jewel one-of-a-kind

 

 
 

 An array of shapes, 
eye-catching spheres, separated and luminated by handcrafted silver loops,

on the opposite side of the piece, in contrast, there are threads of 
small smooth or faceted stones
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sets by colours 

chapter iii

Handmade Perfection

Realised by our experienced craftsmen
who select and combine each single

stone with taste
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PEARL Multicolor pearls in shades of white, gray,
pink salmon and wisteria
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PINK
24



BLACK & GOLD
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GARNET RED
precious diamond-cut garnet, enlightened by 

white and pink cultured pearls
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BLACK Black faceted, smooth or satin agate
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BROWN Elegant smoky quartz, finely combined
with cultured pink salmon pearls
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CORAL
RED

Fine sardinian coral & bamboo coral 
matched with pearls, for a summer look 
or with black agate, for each season
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https://www.marako.net/gioielli-corallo?lang=en
https://www.marako.net/gioielli-corallo?lang=en


EMERALD GREEN, SAPPHIRE BLUE &
RUBY RED AGATE
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LIGHT BLUE
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milky aquamarine



PASTEL SHADES
multicolor aquamarine
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musky green quartz

GREEN
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TURQUOISE
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"4fiori" turquoise paste
 



“Beautiful jewelries, charming design, a pleasure to wear them.
(...) I saw their jewelries in a boutique in Sorrento and then I

searched for them online. Each time I was impressed 
by their collections.”

M.T.
 

“Marakò, 
Handmade Perfection”

Preziosa Magazine

“Marakò,
Eccellenza della moda femminile”

Profili di Donna

 “Marakò,
Excellence of Made in Italy”

Preziosa Magazine “Marakò, 
 leading brand of jewels

handmade in Italy”
18 Karati Export

“When Art and Jewellery meet.
Marakò”

18 Karati Gold&Fashion
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https://www.trustpilot.com/reviews/60734ff5f85d750870562ff6


www.marako.net


